7 WAYS TO OVERCOME
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7 Ways to Overcome Procrastination

Psychologists have been trying to ﬁgure out the science behind procrastination for over
120 years. William James (often referred to as the ‘Father of American Psychology)
stated that ‘nothing is so fatiguing as the eternal “hanging” of an uncompleted task‛. So
how big a problem is it, who is most likely to procrastinate and what can be done to
combat it?

The Problem With Procrastination
Procrastination is extremely common. 75% of students consider themselves
procrastinators, with 50% doing so regularly and to a level that is considered problematic.
The most common ways that students report procrastinating? Phones, social media,
sleeping, playing and watching TV. Do you procrastinate?
Researchers have found that procrastination is associated with low self esteem, irrational
beliefs, a fear of failure, depression and poor study habits. Furthermore, those who
procrastinate have been found to be more stressed and likely to be ill nearer a deadline,
often culminating in lower exam results.
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Who procrastrinates?
Students who are not conﬁdent in their academic abilities are most likely to
procrastinate, followed by those with low levels of self-regulation. This is logical, as we (a)
put off things that we are not good at and (b) are more likely to procrastinate if we can‛t
manage distractions.
Those with low self-esteem are also likely to procrastinate. One possible reason for this
is because procrastinating can be a self-protective strategy, providing a handy excuse to
hide behind (i.e. ‘I only failed because I didn‛t try). Those with a rebellious streak are also
likely to procrastinate, as they are likely to see externally imposed deadlines as
controlling and therefore may try to act to avoid them.
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So how can you help yourself procrastinate less? Here are 7 tips that can help:

1. Do the Task for just a few minutes
Not only do procrastinators spend longer distracting themselves doing the ‘wrong things‛
but they also delay starting the ‘right things‛. This was the ﬁnding of a study into
students who procrastinate. To combat this, Professor Richard Wiseman talks about the
Zierganick effect, which describes how once you start something, your brain remains alert
until you ﬁnish it. Starting a task is often the hardest part. If you can persuade someone
just to start it for a few minutes, the brain‛s desire to see it through to completion
should then take over.

2. Do the hard and important tasks ﬁrst
Our daily biological clocks, known as our Circadian Rhythm, ensure that we are often at
our most alert at about 10am before we suffer a mid-afternoon dip. The harder the tasks
are, the more energy and concentration we need to complete them. It therefore makes
sense to do the hardest and most important tasks ﬁrst because trying to start them when
you are tired is difﬁcult, often resulting in people putting them off for another day.

3. Improve self-regulation ability and beliefs
Self-regulation is the ability to select appropriate strategies and self-correct them
during a task. The Sutton Trust describes this as one of the most efﬁcient and effective
strategies to help Pupil Premium students. Procrastination has been described as ‘a failure
to self-regulate‛; however, procrastination researchers state that knowing self-regulation
is important is not enough to overcome procrastination on its own. To be effective,
students need to have the conﬁdence to implement these strategies and skills.
.
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4. Manage Your Environment
If you can see temptations, you are more likely to be distracted by them, and therefore
procrastinate. For example, a recent study found that having your phone out and in sight,
even if you are not using it, can make you perform 20% worse than if you had put your
phone away. The authors of this study stated that ‘the mere presence of a mobile phone
may be sufﬁciently distracting to produce diminished attention‛. Consider you working
environment; is it conductive to the task at hand or one where procrastination can
ﬂourish?

5. Set Yourself a Short Deadline
In his meta-analysis on procrastination, researcher Piers Steel notes that ‘it has long
been observed that the further away an event is, the less impact it has on people‛s
decisions. Break down the task and give yourself a short deadline for each part.
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6. Increase Conﬁdence and
Self-belief
Students who believe that they won‛t be
successful at the task at hand are more
likely to procrastinate. One way to
increase their conﬁdence is to highlight
how others who have been in a similar
position have been successful
(psychologists call this ‘modelling‛). This
can make the task at hand seem
achievable and provide a possible
template to follow.

7. Make The Task Harder
This may sound counter-intuitive. Surely
a harder task will lead to someone
wanting to put off the task even more?
Apparently not. People report a higher
sense of satisfaction if they have
successfully completed a difﬁcult task.
To combat high achieving students who
may get bored, making the task a little
more challenging should work, as long as
it is still achievable.
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Faculty of Learning Support and Student Wellbeing
At TRC, we have a department dedicated to supporting you through any aspect of
your studies and to help you achieve your best.
Contact: 01709 300 693
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